Master Thesis - SEKc
Take part in a development project at the intersection of modern finance, blockchain, and software technology.

As part of the project, we will build a so call stable coin for Swedish currency. This term applies to a cryptocurrency that has a value fixed 1:1 to a real-world asset. In this case, we will create a SEKc - SEK Coin that will track the value of 1 SEK.

To keep the value the same the project needs to enable both deposit and withdrawal between SEK <-> SEKc.

What will you learn/practice
● Blockchain development
● Swish integration
● Typescript
● React
● Firebase

Ideal applicant should
● Have a working knowledge of JavaScript
● Understand basics of FrontEnd development (HTML, CSS)
● Is interested in Blockchain technology
● Is willing to learn new things

Details
Master thesis is going to be worked on under Beaver Codes AB. There will be a few mandatory in-person meetings in the company office in Norrköping, but the bulk of the work can be done remotely.

The work will be done under the leadership of Beaver Codes CEO - Pavel Schoffer.

For questions and applications please send an email to hello@beaver.codes